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Text:

Editorial group met on IRG#17 meeting to discuss about possible errors in Extension B PreIS draft.

The group reviewed the related documents (N790, N791, N792, N794, N795, N812, N813, N814, and N824R), and concluded that sample glyphs for the following ideographs in the current Extension B draft must be modified as specified below ( N801, The Final Modification On Glyphs in CJK_B From PreIS to IS ) and that those not listed here must be untouched.

"Final Choice" means as follows:
1: To use glyph shown as New Form.
2: To use glyph sown as Traditional Form.
3: To use glyph shown as 128 Prev Form.
4: To use glyph shown as 128 PreIS Form.

Other keys: To use some other glyph not shown in any of the above specified some other glyph. (J for Japan proposed glyph, V for Viet Nam proposed glyph, and so on.)